
6 Benefits of Having ADHD 
By Olive Hickmott 

Bridges to Success - how to Transform Learning Difficulties” covers much material about the exceptional 

skills of those with learning difficulties, so this very specific list for ADHD is very useful.  There is a 

common misconception in the world that having ADHD is a bad thing.  Whilst the symptoms of ADHD 

present major challenges, especially when young, the rest is sheer genius.  The following is a list of 

exceptional characteristics that  I consistently see in myself, my clients, friends and colleagues with ADHD. 

1. Creativity, imagination and ideas generation.  People with ADHD are invariably exceptionally 

creative, imaginative and full of ideas. Painters, artists, designers, musicians, film makers, 

photographers, writers, comedians, etc, etc  – there is reputedly a design house in New York that only 

employs ADHDers.   Artistic talents are abundant and new ideas appear at lightning speed, maybe too 

fast to catch them all.   

2. Problem solving and hyperfocus.  ADHDers thrive on solving problems and puzzles.  With an 

interesting problem to solve they won’t be able to drop it until they have found a solution. 

Hyperfocus can be great when kept under control and focused on something productive, like 

accomplishing goals allowing us to get the job done and done well. 

3. Drive.  When an ADHDer is bored with a task, completing it can seem like torture. Given an 

interesting project to work on, there is no stopping them. 

4. Compassion, intuition and sense of humour.  People with ADHD has tremendous powers to connect 

with other people and in addition, an advanced ability to empathise with others and see different 

perspectives. Most love to laugh and may have the knack of making others laugh too. They seem to 

know what others are thinking so don’t say one thing and mean another, their insights into the 

human brain will catch you out. 

5. Resiliency.  Some will just find a niche that enables them to ignore all the negatives and in that niche 

they will excel.  Somehow people develop this resilience.  

6. That “something special” .  That unique way of looking at the world, a perspective that others just 

don’t understand, until they meet another – it takes one to recognise 1. 

Olive Hickmott is  a pioneer, expert and visionary in the field of mental imagery and how people learn 
differently, author of the bestsellers, Seeing Spells Achieving and Bridges to Success – how to transform 
Learning Difficulties.  Olive and those she has trained work with people in a coaching framework to help 
them understand their own experiences and learn new skills to change these if they want.  Their 
outstanding skills are just enhanced, never diminished. 
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